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 UNITED     REPUBLICANS     FOR     ARIZONA 
 EDUCATE,     ADVOCATE,     ORGANIZE,     MOBILIZE 

 www.UR4AZ.org  -     Phone     520/777-7645`` 
 Headquarters     250     W.     Continental     Rd.,     Suite     500–     Green     Valley,     Arizona 

 MESSAGE     FROM     UR4AZ     PRESIDENT,  YALE     WISHNICK 
 Thomas     Jefferson     told     us,     "When     once     a     Republic     is     corrupted,     there     is     no     possibility     of     remedying     any     of 
 the     growing     evils     but     by     removing     the     corruption     and     restoring     its     lost     principles;     every     other     correction     is 
 either     useless     or     a     new     evil."            We     cannot     fix     mail-in  balloting.     Voting     machines     will     always     be     susceptible     to 
 cheating     and     cheaters,     and     without     voter     ID,     we     can     never     be     sure     who     is     voting.       Regardless     of     what 
 happens     over     the     next     few     weeks     in     the     2022     Arizona     election,     it     is     time     to     stop     shifting     the     problem     of 
 election     corruption     to     some     other     person,     group,     or     organization.     If     our     representatives     are     to     act,     it     is     up     to 
 us,     we     the     people,     to     force     them.      The     Democrat     Party     has     defiled     the     election     process,     and     the     Republican 
 Party     has     ignored     its     responsibility     to     fix     it.   The     solution     is     for     UR4AZ     members     to     take     action  by 
 meeting     with     their     neighbors     to     educate,     advocate,     organize     and     mobilize     for     voter     integrity.     Our     Republic 
 was     grounded     in     one-on-one     organizing,     and     it's     time     we     get     to     work.   

 Your     Action     Plan   First  ,     attend     the     UR4AZ     Political  Caucus     and     Community     Council     meetings     every 
 Tuesday     at      11:00     am     at     the     UR4AZ     Headquarters.     At     these     meetings,     you     will     be     given     the     latest     election 
 news     and     updates     and     strategies     and     tactics     for     educating,     advocating,     organizing,     and     mobilizing     your 
 communities.   Second  ,   become     familiar     with     and     committed  to     the     election     integrity     cookbook:     a     recipe     for 
 returning     confidence     and     trust     to     our     elections.   Key     components     of     the     cookbook     include:   
 **  Same-Day     Voting:     We     must     end     mail-in     voting.     No  matter     what     we     do     to     stop     mail-in     balloting     corruption, 
 the     Democrats     will     find     a     way     to     cheat.  **  Paper     Ballots:     It  should     be     evident     to     every     Arizona     voter     that 
 election     machines     can     be     corrupted     and     manipulated     to     alter     election     results.     Only     paper     ballots     can     provide 
 the     required     verification     for     all     Arizona     citizens     to     know     the     election     process     is     honest     and 
 legitimate.     **  Universal     Voter     Picture     Identification:     The  easiest     way     to     make     sure     elections     are     honest 
 and     forthright     is     to     ensure     voters     are     who     they     claim     to     be.     Only     through     a     picture     ID     can     we     be 
 sure  .   **Clean     the     voter     roles:     Thousands     of     individuals  vote     in     place     of     deceased     people,     people     who     have 
 moved,     and     individuals     who     are     not     eligible     to     vote     in     Arizona.     It's     time     for     administrators     responsible     for     our 
 elections     to     do     their     job.   Third,     meet     with     your  neighbors     to     begin     discussing     election     integrity     and     what     we 
 must     do     to     restore     confidence     and     trust     in     the     election     process.     Hold     a     neighborhood     meeting     to     discuss     the 
 election     cookbook     and     bring     your     neighbor's     ideas     to     the     political     caucus     and     community     council.  

 It's     Our     Republic     To     Keep 
 One     thing     the     election     of     2020     and     now     the     election     of     2022     has     taught     us,     is     our     Constitutional     Republic 
 cannot     exist     when     an     overwhelming     number     of     Americans     have     little     or     no     confidence     in     the     election 
 process.     This     does     not     mean     our     country     will     not     continue.     The     question     is     will     we     maintain     our 
 Constitutional     Republic,     or     will     we     have     a     Soviet     Style     government?             Said     another     way,     we     are     reminded 
 of     the     story     of     Benjamin     Franklin     leaving     Independence     Hall,     having     decided     on     a     Constitution     for     the     new 
 United     States.     A     crowd     had     gathered     on     the     steps     of     Independence     Hall,     eager     to     hear     the     news.     As     the 
 story     goes,     a     sturdy     old     woman     approached     Benjamin     Franklin     and     asked     him,  "well,     Doctor,     what     do     we 
 have,     a     republic     or     a     monarchy?"     Franklin     replied,     "a     republic     if     you     can     keep     it. 

 ***UR4AZ      REGULAR     ACTIVITIES     Call     Office     for     more     details      520/777-7645*** 
 *BABIES     DESERVE     CHOICES     TOO  10:30  Cindy     Walton-Sparks  Fourth     Tuesday 

 *  BROWN     BAG     LUNCHEON  NOON  Angie     Anderson  Every     Thursday 
 *COMMUNITY     COUNCIL  11:00     -  Eileen     Wilson  First     &     3rd  Tuesday 

 *LADIES     TEA     @     3  3:00     PM  Judy     Alkire  First     Wednesday 
 *LASER     TARGET     PRACTICE  10:00-11:30  Michael     Wilson,  2nd     &     4th     Monday 

 *MEMBER     MONTHLY      MEETING  11:00     -  Yale     Wishnick  First  Thursday 
 *MEN’S     ROUNDTABLE  3:00     PM  John     Yeager  2nd     Wednesday 

 *PATRIOTS     RISE  9:00  Sylvia     Rhodes-Blakely     &     Alan  Knight  Every     Saturday 

 *POLITICAL     CAUCUS  11:00  –  Angie     Anderson  2nd     &     4th  Tuesday  Updated     slf  11/29/22 

http://www.urgvs.org/

